Galilean Nights Event ID: gn1.237

Number of telescopes: 12  
Number of organisers: 34  
Number of attendees: 10277

Event photos: http://picasaweb.google.co.in/bangaloreastronomicalsociety/SidewalkAstronomy#

Event Report:
Detail report is located here:

Summary:

Total number of days: 30 Consecutive Sidewalk Astronomy Nights (as part of Galilean Nights, IYA 2009 Activities)  
Total number of People count seeing through the telescope: 10227  
Total Telescope hours: 128.58 Hours!  
Total number of unique places: 39 areas in Bangalore City  
Total Volunteers: 33  
Telescope types and sizes: (over 12 numbers) of size 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 14 inch scopes  
Age group covered: 3 years to 85 years!

New memberships during the event: about 100  
New Event Requests: about 30

This complete event was itself an alternative plan thought. we had online Ask an astronomer sessions also.